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ion selective electrode wikipedia - an ion selective electrode ise also known as a specific ion electrode sie is a transducer
or sensor that converts the activity of a specific ion dissolved in a solution into an electrical potential the voltage is
theoretically dependent on the logarithm of the ionic activity according to the nernst equation ion selective electrodes are
used in analytical chemistry and biochemical, cas no 12125 02 9 sigma aldrich - search results for 12125 02 9 at sigma
aldrich compare products select up to 4 products please select more than one item to compare, differential ion mobility
technology sciex - transform your lab with best in class software tools to fit a wide range of application needs from
advanced data mining processing and quantitation for basic research to drug discovery and development clinical research
forensics food or environmental testing we ve got it covered, accumet ph meters electrodes fisher scientific - fisher
scientific accumet meters have been leading the way in electrochemistry design and functionality since 1965 the accumet
line includes benchtop and portable meters as well as a complete offering of electrodes to meet a wide range of laboratory
needs, carolina biological supply fisher scientific - living specimens with 90 years of experience carolina biological is the
living specimen expert fisher science education is proud to offer carolina s unmatched selection and convenient and
coordinated delivery, chapter 6 chemical sensors the national academies press - the ideal chemical sensor is an
inexpensive portable foolproof device that responds with perfect and instantaneous selectivity to a particular target chemical
substance analyte present in any desired medium in order to produce a measurable signal output at any required analyte
concentration, water quality environmental measurement systems - water quality testing is an important part of
environmental monitoring when water quality is poor it affects not only aquatic life but the surrounding ecosystem as well,
highly selective oxygen reduction to hydrogen peroxide on - shifting electrochemical oxygen reduction towards 2e
pathway to hydrogen peroxide h2o2 instead of the traditional 4e to water becomes increasingly important as a green
method for h2o2, rogers research group northwestern university - rogers research group we seek to understand and
exploit interesting characteristics of soft materials such as polymers liquid crystals and biological tissues and hybrid
combinations of them with unusual classes of inorganic micro nanomaterials ribbons wires membranes tubes or related
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